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Introduction



Introduction (1)
Cloud computing overview
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Supports heterogeneous applications [14]:

 Online banking (dedicated bandwidth

and high survivability)

 Audio/video streaming (dedicated

bandwidth and bounded delay)

 E-mail and web browsing (best-effort

delivery)

Cloud Computing

Sharing of computing

and network resources

in a pay-as-you-use

basis.
Network Virtualization



Introduction (2)
Problem 1: Bandwidth guarantee in the cloud
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 Why cloud providers do not guarantee bandwidth for their
clients?
 Shared network links among tenants

 Transmission control protocol (TCP) congestion control
establishes flow fairness but not tenant fairness

 What are the implications of the lack of bandwidth guarantee in
the cloud?
 Unpredictable applications performance

 Bounding cost for running applications in the cloud with the current
pricing policy (pay-as-you-go)

 Lost of potential clients who require network performance for their
critical applications

 How bandwidth is guaranteed in the cloud?
 Through the use of abstraction models (Pipe model [1],[8], hose

model [1][8][6], TAG model [4][5], etc.)



Introduction (3)
Problem 2: Applications reliability in the cloud

 Why applications reliability in the cloud is important (some
numbers) ? [3]

 Cost of one hour downtime of critical applications (banking, retail
systems, etc.) varies between $25,000 and $150,000

 One of 10 companies requires more than 99.999% availability

 How reliability can be guaranteed in the cloud ?
 Provisioning of additional computing and network resources

(backup virtual machines (VMs), backup bandwidth)

 Providing worst case survival (WCS) [4][5][10]
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Allocating Bandwidth in data centers
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Fig.1: Bandwidth allocation based on the hose model 



Motivation and Challenges
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Motivation and Challenges (1)
Step 1: Identifying the number of backup virtual machines to provision

(a) Total bandwidth to reserve = 0B
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Motivation and Challenges (1)
Step 1: Identifying the number of backup virtual machines to provision

(b) Total bandwidth to reserve = 8B + 4B = 12B
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Motivation and Challenges (1)
Step 1: Identifying the number of backup virtual machines to provision

Fig.2: Trade-off between the primary embedding solution and the incurred backup footprint

Observations:

 Collocation : + reduces the bandwidth to reserve

- increases the number of backup VMs

 In this work, we assume that primary VMs is performed based on

collocating VMs under the smallest sub-tree.
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Motivation and Challenges (2)
Step 2: Finding the backup virtual machines placement

Fig.3: Tenant of 6 VMs requirement with its needed backup VMs for 100% availability

Observations:

 The placement of backup VMs has a reciprocal impact on their

number, in addition to the incurred backup footprint.

 Minimum number of backup VMs needed = maximum number of

primary VMs hosted on the same physical server.
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Motivation and Challenges (3)
Step 3: Determining the Primary-to-Backup virtual machines correspondence

Fig.4: Different protection plans for the same server failure results in different bandwidth consumption

Observations:

 The amount of backup bandwidth to reserve is affected by the

primary-to-backup VMs correspondence.

 The best primary-to-backup VMs correspondence is the one that

consumes the least bandwidth.
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Motivation and Challenges (4)
Step 4: Determining the backup bandwidth to reserve

Fig.5: Methodology to determine the backup bandwidth to reserve while considering bandwidth reuse

Observations:
 The backup bandwidth to reserve on a link e is calculated as the maximum bandwidth to reserve on

this link by considering the failure of each server hosting the primary VMs of the tenant.

 By considering the reuse of primary bandwidth as backup bandwidth upon a failure, the backup

bandwidth to reserve is decreased by the primary bandwidth.
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Protection Plan Design (1)
Survivable Virtual Machines Placement with Bandwidth Guarantees (SVMP-BG)-Model

SVMP-BG (Model)

Given:

 Substrate network

(single path tree

topology)

 Tenant request <N,B>

 Primary embedding of

the request

Find:

 Lowest cost protection

plan design

 Objective function:



Protection Plan Design (2)
Survivable Virtual Machines Placement with Bandwidth Guarantees (SVMP-BG)-Heuristic

SVMP-BG can be decomposed into two sub-problems:
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The backup placement problem
 Decides on the placement of

backup VMs

 Number of backup VMs to embed

= maximum number of primary

VMs hosted on a server

 Motivates two types of searches

for backup VMs placement:

1. Search with collocation

2. Search without collocation

Protection plan design (PPD) problem

A relaxation of the SVMP-BG model

Given:

 Substrate network (single path tree

topology)

 Tenant request <N,B>

 Primary and backup VMs embedding of

the request

Find:

 Lowest cost (backup bandwidth)

correspondence between primary and

backup VMs

 Objective function:



Numerical Results
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Numerical results (1)
SVMP-BG model vs heuristic

Table 1: SVMP-BG Model and heuristic comparison over a small network of 12 physical servers

Observations:
SVMP-BG heuristic is:

 More scalable than the SVMP-BG model.

 Able to perform the balance between backup VMs consumption and the backup

bandwidth to reserve.

SVMP-BG objective function:
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Numerical results (2)
SVMP-BG heuristic vs PPDR algorithm

Fig.6: Rejection rate over load Fig.7: Revenue over time

Fig.8: Average bandwidth over load Fig.9: Average backup VMs over load
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Conclusion

 Designing a protection plan for a cloud tenant able to

provide both bandwidth guarantees and reliability is a

complex problem

 Such protection plan can be achieved by the SVMP-BG

model that leaves the choice for the cloud operator to

realize the balance between bandwidth use and VMs

consumption vs prioritizing one for another

 Given that the SVMP-BG model is NP-complete, we

develop an SVMP-BG heuristic that balances the use of

bandwidth and VMs

 SVMP-BG heuristic is proved to be much more scalable

than the SVMP-BG model and outperforms the PPDR

benchmark algorithm
24
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Future Work

 Explore the bandwidth required to synchronize the primary 

and backup VMs

 Studying our protection plan design using different primary 

embedding solutions (not based on collocation)

 Exploring further bandwidth saving opportunities
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